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•Ecosystem services are the services or functions that y
create hospitable conditions for life on this planet (e.g.: 
clean air, clean water, food, fiber, fuel, biodiversity, waste 
dilution and decomposition, and aesthetics).  
From an historical perspective - sustainability is not a whole 
new paradigm. Rather it is the next evolutionary step in thenew paradigm.  Rather it is the next evolutionary step in the 
social contract that has been built up with case law and 
social norms since the 1850’s.   
Bearable - the amount of pollution that people are willing to 
tolerate in their immediate surroundings
Viable the amount of command and control complianceViable - the amount of command and control compliance 
burden the business community is willing to withstand
Equitable - social contract and fringe benefits - 40 hour work 
weeks, days off, pension, health care, etc
Addressing each one of these points individually, creates 
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inefficiencies and additional burdens.  Only by moving into 
the center - Sustainability - can synergistic efficiencies be 
leveraged, reducing costs, reducing risks, driving 
innovation, growing stakeholder value
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IT interfaces with each one of these aspectsIT interfaces with each one of these aspects
IT can be 

a cost center and a brown drag on the 
organizational ship OR
A green strategic asset that creates profits byA green strategic asset that creates profits by 
offering a transparent measurement system to 
manage eco-footprint, reduce costs, reduce 
risks, drive innovation and grow shareholder 
growth
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Will ICT (Information and Communications Technology) beWill ICT (Information and Communications Technology)  be 
a brown drag/cost center on the corporate ship or will it be 
a strategic green asset that drives efficiencies, innovation 
and profits?

Flight time: Making small changes in the right places can 
have huge impacts on sustainability and climate change
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Currently ICT is responsible for 2% of global GHGCurrently ICT is responsible for 2% of global GHG 
emissions (~NL or ARG).  

Expected to double by 2020.  
Has potential to reduce overall global emissions 
by 15% if fully leveraged (McKinsey Report onby 15% if fully leveraged (McKinsey Report on 
energy efficiency)
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Eco-footprint management system (or organizational metabolism) 
Must be visible at all levels of the organization to relevant roles
measuring, monitoring and verification, eco-efficiencies (energy, water, raw materials, 
cradle to cradle design, e-waste, etc), data center design, power requirements,etc), 
mfg and bus process efficiency, innovation platform, logistics, etc.)
UPS - 1 mile not driven = 15000 tons CO2e avoided emissions.  Use software to 
optimize routes and track miles driven (3B annually) Metrics are the Holy Grailoptimize routes and track miles driven (3B annually).  Metrics are the Holy Grail

Reducing flight time by 1 minute on each end – air time or taxiing, taxiing on 1 engine, 
tightening airspace through GPS technology, etc., can save millions of dollars per year 
for airlines, greatly reducing airport congestion, fuel costs and unnecessary GHG 
emissions.  
IBM - the environmental costs and financial costs are closely linked.  Hence in the 
self interest of the corporation to get involvedself-interest of the corporation to get involved

- Using dynamic pumping, the public water sector could save 10% of the 
3-4% of Total US energy they currently consume 

- Green Sigma initiative: Lean, Clean, Green
1E - over 10 years has created software to measure wasted energy in PCs - PC’s left 
on at night ~$2.8B, un(der) used servers turned off could save ~$4B.  Decomissioning 
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those unused servers ~$25B ($4K/server/year in software, hardware and operational 
costs)
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SaaS for carbon accounting/ environmentalSaaS for carbon accounting/ environmental 
management systems is a rapidly growing niche. 

Nearly 60 players in this space including: Hara, 
SAP/Clear Standards, PlanetMetrics, Climate 
Earth, CSRware. 

IaaS - can address some sustainability points from 
energy efficiency, TCO and innovation perspectives.

Players in space include: Digital Realty, Sun 
modular container data centers, IBM, Google

PaaS - From a Sustainability perspective, PaaS could 
be used in facilitating collaboration and transparency, 
data management and presentation.
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Real-time analyses and virtual collaboration by a wide range y y g
of professionals and their contractors and clients (architects, 
building designers, energy auditors, etc) can be performed 
over the Internet, streamlining work processes and the 
identification of opportunities earlier in the work flow.
2. Complex and dynamic sets of data can be incorporated2. Complex and dynamic sets of data can be incorporated 
into the design. (e.g. Building designers use Typical 
Meteorological Year (TMY2) weather data from airport 
weather stations).  With location-specific data  increasingly 
important, a cloud-based program can provide millions of 
data points from virtual weather stations within five miles of 
the site in question.
3. Speculative computing allows the user to ask the 
computer for the opportunities to save energy, water, and 
carbon emissions for a given set of parameters. The power 
of the cloud allows for thousands of iterations per second.
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Speculative and predictive computing allow theSpeculative and predictive computing allow the 
user to ask “what if” or “which one” about 
considerations that will directly determine the 
life-time environmental footprint of their design.
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